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THE ORTHODOX RABBI AS A
lHILIT AR Y CHAPLAIN
A Bicentennial Retrospect
Special interest in the Jewish Chaplaincy emerged in, 1917
because of the' concern to provide religious and morale services

to the Jewish personnel in the' Armed Forces. Records show
War '1 thousands of Jews participated; spiritual
aid to them, however, was sparse. Congress had just passed a
law providing for the appointment of chaplains for the different
that in World

faiths, and the Jewish Welfare Board became the "endorsing
agency" for Jewish Chaplains. The modes set by the Christian

Chaplaincy, because of its early background which stemmed
back to Colonial days, were at the outset the guidelines.

George Washington had expressed' interest in a chaplaincy
ministry in the French-Indian War (1755-1763), when he sought
a gentleman of sober, serious and religious deportment who

would improve morale and discourage gambling, swearing and
drunkedness. He wrote:
The want of a chaplain does, I humbly conceive, reflect dishonor upon

the regiment, as all other offcers are allowed. The gentlemen of the

corps are sensible of this and did propose to support one at their
private expense. But I think it would have a more grateful appearance
were he appointed as others are.

The legal origin of the Chaplains Corps in the Continental Army
is in an act of the Continental Congress of 29 July 1775 which

provided that the pay of a chaplain ($20 a month) be tliai for
a captain. Washington also requested a' non-combatant status
for chaplains. It was debated

whether the chaplain was a servant
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of the Lord sustained voluntarily by his church or a staff offcer?
At Valley Forge in 1778 Washington ordered that divine services
be held every Sunday; if ,no chaplains were available, the

men

'could go to the places of worship nearest them. The first Army
chapel was constructed in Newburgh~ N. Y. in 1783. There are
early ,records too of the Church pennant fiyingabove the nation'sensign on naval ships during reUgious services. Only in

1976 was a Jewish Chapel peniiant.to parallel the Church pen. nant devised.
George Washington had insisted on chaplaincies for regiments instead of for brigades because he felt that "the Christian
soldier defending' the dearest right an,d liberties 'of his own
country should have a chaplain of his own religious sentiment,"
of worship.
that . there were J.ewish soldiers in the Rèvoluwhereas in a brigade there might be different modes
Despite the fact

tionary War, no distinct Jewish Chaplain offciated. Nevertheless the principles enunciated by George Washington, particuof one's own religiÖus sentiment," paved the way for Jews too, though this occurred only
century later. .
larly of a soldier having ua chaplain

about a

Little is known about U.S, Chaplaincy activity from 1789 to
the Civil War. Because the First Amendment stressed the nonestablishment of any faith and the free exercise of religion, many
authorized and needed chaplaincies remained unfilled.' Local

ministers or parish clergymen outside of the miltary establishment were used on a contract system.. At the end of the War
of 1812 'only four regular Army Chaplains served, and then
only one was retained thereafter at West Point. These were Protestants.
J ames Madison preferred voluntary chaplains. he believed

implicitly in "immunity of religion from civil jurisdiction."
~Much opposition arose to governmental chaplaincies because, as

argued, chaplains "often obtained the opportunities by special
favors from those in authority." Major issues .appertaining to
chaplaincy from 1800 to 1861 were: clerical garb or uniform?

, and, was the c~aplain primarily minister or offcer? In 1860 it
was proposed that a board of examiners made up of clergymen
of the various denominations in and about Washington, D.C.
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pass on all app,ointeesJor miltary chaplaincies, as, did the board
of surgeons for medical

,men in the

military. Thus,: in the sixty,

years .before the Civil War, regular 'military offcers resented

a cleric'~l presence. On the other hand,' some chaplains felt that

absorption into the ranking system would alienate them from.
the enlisted men. Others maintained that the Chaplain should
be responsible to the, denomi~atï'on in which his' ministry was

sanctioned. These early debates seemed to resound again later
in the establishment of the' Jewish chaplaincy;

During the' Civil War the earlier narrow Protestant 'bonds

were broken and Catholic Chaplains were soon included. . For
the
erupted

first ,time too there were Jewish representatives. But this
because of a great corttroversy: In Philadelphia a
only

large' contingent of soldiers was led by a Jewish colonel. He
chose the son of the president of- the Congregation Mikveh Israel,
a young man who had studied under Rev. Isaac Leeser,

as his'

regimental chaplain. ",\Then a YMCA worker discovered 'that
non-Christian, non-denominational, services were being conducthe protested violently, with the result that' the miltary aued,

thorities directed that only properly ordained cl~'rgymen serve.
The colonel then began' a special campaign

for a Jewish chap-

la.ncy. Conseq'uently an ord,ained rabbi who was a teacher in

th,e Congregation' serv~d as a civilian chaplain and Was paid by
the.Jewish Board of Delegates. Finally hi'1862 a Congressional
law pèrmitted properly o,rdained clergymen endorsed by their
'eccle~iastical body to serve in regiments and in hospitals. Rev.

Jacob Frankel of. Phìladelphia became A~erica's first appointed
Jewish military chaplain. .' . .

Lincoln was personally instrumental in the designation of Jewish military chaplains for the hospitals when he rè~
sponded to 'an .applicant for a commission;
Abraham

I find there are several particulars in which the present law in regard
to chaplains is supposed. to, be defiCient" ,all of which I now desígn
presenting to the appropriate' committee ofCorigress..1 shall try to have

a new law broad enough to cover what is desired by you in behalf

of the Israelites.. .

The general policy of both the Union and the Confederacy
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was to grant cle:rcal exemption from conscripticm; this naturally

limited the growth of chaplaincies. There is no. record .of a
Confederate Jewish Chaplain. Apparently there were not" enough
regiment to warrant' such an appointment. Simil~t1y,
Jews in a

to Jewish
chaplaincy. dnly' in Wodd War, I did Jewish chaplains become

. '

iii the Spanish~American War little

known: twenty-six served;,

attention was given

none of whom was Orthodox.

In. 191 7 tlle' first Jewish Navy Chaplain was comn1ssioned.
He was directed to wear the standard insignia wjththe cross. As
a compromise to his request for the Star of David, 'he was. allowed to use the shepherd's crook. .

The Selective Service Açt of 19 i 7 also acknowledged military
exemption for clergy.. Chaplaincy procurement became a problem,. A tri-service Armed Forces Chaplain Board was set up
with a common: policy of procurement,' qualifications, training,
assignment and promotion. Standardization of ecclesiastical en-

dorsing boards was, 'considered. Each faith then organized its
own authority and agencyfortecruitmeiit and endorsement. On
this basis, the foundation for Jewish participation was also set.
The man who was most instrumental in the implementation

of the Jewish chaplaipcy program from 1917 until about 1939
was Dr. Cyrus Adler. In April 1 917 th~ Jewish Welfare Board
published an abridged Prayer Book for Jews in the Army and
,of the United States. A perusaL. of ,the preface reveals an

Navy

interesting joint

participation: .

In Apri11917, the Central Conference of American Rabbis, the Union
Congregations, the Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations, the' CòunêI1' of YQung Men's Hebrew and Kindred
Associations, the' Jewish Publication Society of America,. the Agudath
of American Hebrew

.

ha-Rabbonim andthe'VIiited Synagogue of America joined in form.the religious welfare of Jews in the Army
ing a Bo~rd to ministe,r to

and 'Navy of the United, States. The Jewish Publication SoCiety of

, America' o~ered to publish an abridgedPrayer Book for these men if
, an agreement as

to the text could be reached. Acrmmittee of three

was formed, consisting of Dr. Cyrus Adler, repre'S'enting the United

, Synagogue of America, Dr. William Itosenau, representing the Central

Conference of American Rabbis and Dr. Bernard Drachman, representing the Union of Orthodox Congregations. The present volume has
been prepared under tbeirdirection.
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Rnbbi David de Sola Pool took

over the chairmanship of' the

militar committee of JWB in, late 1939. It consisted of prominent rabbis arbitrarly chosen. In 1942 the three offcial r~bbinic

bodies - CCAR, RA and RCA were brought together by Prank
Weil, the president of JWB.,' and the' Committeé on Army and'
was created. Though op-

Navy, Religious' Activities (CANRA)

now appointed by the respective ral?biiûc organizations and the chairmen were chosen on' a
erated by JWB~ the members were

rotation bastsDr. Pool continued through 1942, and despite
,the differences of. the three groups,

favoring the chaplaincy program.

there was concerted action

By 1940, mainly through the impact of the offce of the Chief

of Chaplains, progress had been made. Aryeh Lev, a Reform
rabbi, had then been assigned to that offce as Jewish militßry

advisor, and he was responsible for the inroads and recognition.
As Jewish chaplains appeared at military establishments, Jewish
men made themselves known in greater numbers which,they had
not done before. Provisions for'Sabbath and high 'holiday obserVances,Kashrut, area covel,age .and cognate features

were
i~stituted. It' was fully recognizèd that a Jewish chaplain was
'essential, for if there were no Jewish .chaplains, the support (or

Jewish programs would be drastically curtailed in the military.
World War II, 311 came on duty. The miiitary
-naturally did aiá does not differentiate between Orthodó,,~ Con-'
servative and Reform. The Jewish Chaplain well understood that
his task was to.) minister to his fellow Jews in anyp,redicament.
At-t,he start of

He also knew that ,he was under the dominion of the militar
system and that it was his dutY' to solve military-religious problems.
'~ost ,of the Orthodox, chaplains in these years were from

RIETS (Rabbi Isaac Elhanan Theological Seminary); they had
also the requisite college education acquired at the afliate Yeshiva College. But the chaplain was faced with a dilemma: How
,could he be within a particular and specialized structure of ministry, to a, variegated cøngregation of miltary men and still

be
faithful to the traditions he had gained at Yeshiva? How was he
to minister under conditions forced upon 'the world and upon
him

beyond his personal po\\ers when Shalom was always on his
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lips and in his prayers?, Could he be a llan of God and a man
of war at the same time? He, had indeed learned about the

m'shu-ah mil-hama (priest anointed for war) in the Bible and
the

in the Talmud and he knew all abòut the exploits. of Judah

Makkabee resulting in martial victory and spiritual observance
of Hanukkah. He pondered: Is there a different military relig-

ion? Is it the notion of "Praise the Lord and pass the ammunition" that must prevail at all sacrifices?
Early in 1941 a group of Orthodox rabbis from the now de-

funct Degel ha-rabbanim visited the offce of the Chief of Chaplains, inquiring about the requisites for Jewish. Chaplaincy, in-

dicating that they sought to cater to the spiritual welfare of the

Jewish personnel as camp pastors. They soon realized that they
could not enter the ranks because of lack of secular education.

They resented the JWB control and unblushingly stated that

their group "does not have the, power to build but has a good
deal of power to destroy." It was such an attitude that often
plagued JWB even later, especially because Yeshiva University
was in the: forefront of the Orthodox contingent; silent criticism

of its perspectives was always an undercurrent.
In time, many Orthodox men displayed iIiterest in the .chap.laincy and, new .problems arose, as' revealed in the memoranda
of 'A pril-J une' 1941 from the Jewish, mil tary advisor in Wash-

ington:
We seem

,to be getting more applicants for the chaplaincy from the

group rather than the Reform. Entre-nous this is not working' out so we:l1 inasmuch as it is more ,diffcult for the Orthodox 'man

Orthodox

and the Reform view than the
other way áround i ... There are. no real complaints but they (the rankout the diffculties the chaplain wil incur in attempt-

to acijusthimself. to the army situation

.ing offcers) point

ing to do 'his work, as an offcer and' at the same

time strictly observe

his religious practices. ' '
And again:

They (the Orthodox chaplàins) lay stress, on the Orthodoxy and cause
innumeraplc diffculties by insisting that the group, l'cceive ;:il much
consideration as possible. . . Certain 'còntingencies arise where there'
is "a clash' betw~en 'religious practices and the' Army training pro

grain.

Very often religion must fit into the program of the Army rather than
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get the Army to plan its program in confomity with religious practices.
This is a very delicate matter.

Such complaint, however, was of little consequence. The

Or-

thodox chaplain knew that he, like his confreres, was the spokesman for the Jewish personnel in all matters in his coverage of a

wide theatre of military movement. The policy was that the
chaplain had "responsibilty for the religious and moral needs
of ,the' entire personnel of the command to which he was assigned." Thus the Jewish chaplain at times had to provide facili-

ties for men of other faiths but nothing beyond that. It was established that he did not have to conduct a service contrary to
his own beliefs, but he had only to provide the means for their
worship. Such features may illdeed have perplexçdthe observant

Orthodox Jewish chaplain, but he did not shirk. On the whole
he realized that he was religiously answerable only to his ecc1e-

'siastical authority and for him this was the Rabbinical Council

of America (R.C.A.). The directives of the War Department
recognized, JWB as the Jewish denominational agency to be con-

tacted for all questions pertaining to the religious and moral
welfare of the men of Jewish faith. But within CANRA all proper '

Qrthodox matters were decided by its representatives from the
RCA.
..
The Archival files of 1942 demonstrate that the Orthodox
group's objection to certainboo'ks in the chaplain's library was
sustained. Its battle for availability for distribution of Kosher
canned goods in the PX's was accepted by the War Department
and JWB issued memoranda to facilitate such distribution, rec:-.
ommending also arrangements for use of heating facilities .for

observant servicemen. An Army suggestion for a "vegetarian'
table in th~ mess halls/' primarily to enhance the protection of
the "scruples of Orthodoxobstrvers of dietary laws," was turned
down. When a columnist in the Jewish Morning Journal deplored
the fact that J ewish chaplaincy was preponderantly of the Re-

form school, Rahi Simon G. Kramer, an Orthodox member of
CANRA, uooMook to reply.
Diffcult situatiQns, both to the chaplaincy and to the military ,
at large, often ar-ose. In April 1942 a Protestant chaplain dis41'
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tributed missionary and proselytizing booklets to Jewish patients
in an Army hospitaL. fIe noted in his letter to the Chief of Chap.

lains: ,"The condition of the Jew is sometimes more than pathetic.
Itis tragic. They know almost nothing, about their own reIigiòn
, and merely call themselves Jews because of their ancestry. Thçy
often welCoine copies of the New Testament and read it avidly."
To this, the Chief of Chaplain's offce responded that missionary
Qlatetial sh.ould not be distributed to Army personnel; but New
Testament copies may be given if a soldier specifically requests

it. Any' attempt to persuade a man to èhange his professed faith
is inconsistent. with the chaplain's responsibility. One can fully
understand thatsuch incidents were embarrassing, and made the
Jewish chaplain and particularly the Orthodox one alert to have
proper Jewish literature and answers.

One of the, most active of the sub.committees of CANRA in
this decade was the'Responsa Committee. Dr. Leo Jung acted
as the Qrthodox representative, although Dr. Solomon B; Free-

hof served as its chairman throughout. Great harmony existed
as noted in the published W àr Responsa, reflecting "the remark.

able agreement which was affected by the Orthodox, Conservative and Reform rabbinate in CANRA in reference to .practical

problems of Jewish law confronting the Jewish chaplain and
his GI congregation." Some of the questions came from the government as inquiries about disinterment, re-interment and au.
topsies. The Graves Registration was very concerned about the
proper pro""dure. Selective Service wanted to know about in-

duction of a Kohen who might come in contact with the slain
on the battlefield. Chaplains asked about pidyon' ha-ben in ab-

sentia, the time of Shabbat eve Maariv in the Arctic cirçle or
mode of keriah on a uniform. The approach was always a prac.
tical directive but yet only a horaat sha'~h, not setting up any
religious precedents. Problems of mikvah, minyan at a be,it,
dietary violations, conversions, conditional get were also forthcoming. At this time, RCA in particular was concerned with the
agunah, problem, and Rabbi 'Mordecai Stern prepared a document to be signed by a soldier before embarkation.
Under the editorship of Dr. David de Sola Pool, a revised

edition of the JWB prayer book appeared in 1941 containing
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also a separate Reform service, unlike the 'previous accepted

1917 edition. A special abridged prayer book for the New Year

and the Day of Atonement was also later issued. There were
complaints about the page "mishing" and some Orthodox Chaplains continued to use the old Mahzorim.

In September 1943, Selective Service sought a list of Jewish theological or divinity schools preparing men for the rabbinate. It inquired about the authenticity of particular institu-

tions and CANRA felt that this matter was to be handled by
R.C.A. To soften the critical problem of thè nature of some
Yeshivot this was delicately probed by the Synagogue CounciL.
On the other hand, complaints reached the offce of the Chief of

Chaplains that Orthodox men of other institutions, besides
RIETS, were refused ecclesiastical endorsement. It was proved,'
however, that some of the chaplains on active duty were mus-

machim of Telz, Volozshin, Petach Tikvah and Torah Vodaath.
These phases evinced a rivalry for patriotic chaplaincy participation that was in the Orthodox atmosphere.

As the ranks of Jewish soldiers increased, the problems multiplied. The Orthodox Rabbis - Herbert S. Goldstein, Leo Jung

and Joseph H. Lookstein - played an important role in CANRA. Simon Kramer was very active in setting up the CANRA
seminar program in the Chaplain School at Harvard, and David

de Sola Pool continued as chairman of CANRA.R.C.A. had its

own Army and Navy Committee, but it was mainly Joseph
Lookstein who interviewed the Orthodox applicants.
Among the immediate problems was that of the non-denominational ,chapels. The chaplain was confronted with christological symbols. Ultimately because of protests, Congress ruled

that no new chapels may have fixed religious symbols. The old

insignia of the shepherd's, crook was now changed with the in-'
signia of the Star of ;David and the two Luhot of the Ten Commandments, bearing Roman numerals instead of Hebrew letters.
It was indicated that since the chaplain's insignia is' worn in

many situations and far-flung locations that on practical grounds
the Roman numerals wuuld be better recognized and understood
as part of the Decalogue.

A review of World War II years, and the subsequent period
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reveals the great role Orthodox chaplains played then. In 1942
Joseph H. Lief came to Hawaii and throughout the war occu-

pied an important chaplaincy administrative posi~ion in the Cen-

tral Pacific area. In 1943 Herman L. Rosen was endorsed but
he drowned, soon after receiving his commission. In December'
1944 Louis Werfel died in an Air Force plane crash in Algeria
while enroute to conduct a Hanukkah service. He had been most
instrumental in publishing the prayer book for the French Jewish soldiers. In 1945 Aaron Paperman presided over the largest
miltary seder with 4,000 personnel in the waiting room of the

railroad station in Florence, Italy. He was with General Mark
Clark and the first Jewish chaplain to reach the continent of
Europe in the invasion of Italy. Harry'S. Shechtman converted
a boxing ring into a bimah for 4,500 men to pray ,in Missouri,
and also at the 10th Army Headquarters in the Pacific, he co-

ordinated the activities of the Jewish chaplains. In March 1943
David Rubin reported that he was giving aid to Polish and Lithua,nian Jews in Teheran. Irving Tepper took part in the advance
across North Africa and also helped stranded civilan Jews there.
He was fatally struck by shrapneL. In Apri11945 Herschel SchacBuchenwald and together with Robert S. Marcus
,worked feverishly to aid the DP's and arrange for their emigrater entered

tion to Palestine. Harry Skydell was always with the advanced
,at the Normandy beaches. Na-

battalions and landed on D Day

,than A. Barack aided the refugees to cross from Yugoslavia to

Italy to join aliyah to Israel; he was successful in obtaining from
the British forces permission for the "ilegal crossing. H Many of
the chaplains aided considerably in the concentration camps in

Europe; Hersh Livazer in France volunteered to extend his miltary tour to help DP's. In September 1945 there were 60 Ortbodox.c'haplains in the active service out of a total of 288. Among
the chaplains who received bronze stars were the following Or-

thodox men: Meyer J. Goldman, Sampson M. Goldstein, Aaron

Kahn, Robert Marcus and Aaron Paperman. This is only part of
,the great story of Orthodox participation.
ÇANRA devoted much attention to publications, and Philp
Goodman of the staff of JWB supervised this at the outset. Leaflets on Jewish rites, h~lidays, Kashrut, Passover observance were.
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available. '

issued. Sermonic talks and a guide to Bible reading also became

Particular attention was given to the distribution of Passover
packages, being stocked for observant personnel similar to the

manner in which daily kosher canned goods were provided.
Problems arose of indiscriminate shipping by organizations such

as Young Israel and Agudat IsraeL. In agreement with them
'JWB arranged for stock levels of gift packages and encouraged
organizations and individuals to send their' packages so long as
the shipping did not affect war-time measures of overseas communications.
To stress the importance of coordination with the National
Jewish Welfare Board CANRA's nciine was changed to DRADivision of Religious Activities, and then later to CJC - Commission on Jewish Chaplaincy, emphasizing its special concern.
Aryeh Lev left the offce of Chief of Chaplains~o become Director, a post he held close to thirty years, w,orking' closely with

all rabbinic groups.

With the Korean War erupting in 1950, the rabbis of the
t~ree rabbinic divisions imposed a draft upon themselves to fill

the ,needed quota of chaplains. This continued until about 1965
with the members of the graduating classes of the different rab-

binic schools responding amply. However, in 1966 with the
clamor against the Vietnam War, there was growing dissent
among the students; in 1969 student and rabbinic groups protested the draft and ultimately it was dropped. The theological

institutions ceased to enforce it and the disturbing situation increased the importance of recruitment.
It is in this particular period that YU and R.C.A. were very
active. Procurement efforts were made in 1950 by the action of
the late Dr. Samuel Belkin and by Rabbis Herschel Schacter
and Israel Miler. Dr. Joseph B. SoloveItchik wrote to Rabbi

Israel Klavan that it was permitted to volunteer, and a call was
issued for voluntary draft with sanctions, to' be imposed for refusal to participate.' This situation brought up the question of
proper ordination, the' recognition of other Yeshivot, and that
of individual rabbis bestowing a certificate which read
.i:~~nn ri'ri"H~ ri",ii; '~V':ii ", ?V i:~~Wii? " .=i ,."."
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draft ,brought pressures and resentment
against JWB-CJC actjvities. Some Yeshivot sought to secure,
The imposition of the

endorsement, of chaplains on their own..

The man who played an active role in this era was. Samuel
Berliant. He realized that the draft was ineffective'since no sanc-

tions 'could be applied. Yet, by his efforts there were 38 Orthodox chaplains in 1952. Diffculty. ai:ose in obtaining Orthodox
chaplains in the Navy but Berliant succeeded in processing directDistrict.
ly to Washington instead of through the Third Naval

It was sometimes imputed that Orthodox views made it i~possible for excellence in chaplaincy but BerlIant refuted this,
citing records in the military' files of the high ratings given to

many Orthodox chaplains. Moreover he stressed the pnnciple,
, when the question of rabbis signing a loyalty oath emerged, that
"we must strive to have one voice in Orthodoxy for the serviceman and the chaplain. Also, the chaplain must never feel of lesser
importance because of his personal observance."
Rabbi Emanuel Rackman, who won an' Army Commendation

Medal with Oak Leaf Cluster, became very influential in CANRA. He pointed out that despite misgivings of Vietnam "we are
not relieved of the moral obligations to provide chaplaincy
service to the Jewish men who are fulfillng our government's

mandate by performing their duties." He also rejected the notion that a civilian chaplaincy was a practical alternative to the,
present system.

,With the emergence of Israel in 1948 a suggestion was made
'the insignia of the Star of Davjd
and the Ten Commandments in the Synagogue inasmuch as it
to use the chaplain flag with

was felt that the Israeli flag was a national one, not befitting the

American scene. This proposal was strenuously opposed by.
R.C.A. and was never adopted. .
, The Orthodox, chaplain continued to face problems. such as,

proper circumcision on the eighth day in an army hospital or

,obtaining a mohel in a far-flung post. Many a chaplain prayed
'that ,a girl be born on ,his post to avoid the confrontation. The

question of Kashrut loomed again.' Chaplains" set up Kosher
kitchens at Ft. nix, Ft. Slocum and Pt: Devens; they met with
personal oppositions and sought reimbursements from JWB. The
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situation brought CANRA into conflict with UOJC which complained that Kashrut endorsement authority was being sabotaged.
Herbert. S. Goldstein sought throughout to have kosher food
ç;tocked in the commissaries but it was demonstrated that the

response to the purchase of these commodities in the PX's was
very sparse. Alas, only about 200 GI's in the entire miltary observed Kashrut with sincerity.

The problem also arose of Orthodox chaplains not permitting
their 'aides to put out the lights on Sabbath after services in the

chapels, or their refusal to answer the telephone on the Sabbath,
or the expediency of transferring men to and from the chapels
on the Sabbath. Hence the Jewish Chaplains preferred non-Jews

as their chaplain assistants. ,
The question of Kashrut at the JWB club, the kind of wine
to be used and the kashrut of the canned food rations also

emerged. R.C.A. files contain special lists of endorsement of
Passover products and canned goods as required. The stain-glass
decorations, and the display of the Hanukkah Menorah by

the

side of. the Christmas tree in the inter-denominational chapel

brought, vexations as did the singing of Christmas carols taught
to Jewish children on the base.
Many of these problems were submitted to CJC's Responsa
Committee but generally Orthodox matters were presented to
the Halakhah Commission of the R.C.A., headed by Dr. J. B.
SoIoveitchik. The oral responses were always conveyed through

Rabbi Israel Klavan. An attempt was made by R.C.A. to see
,to it that the CJC Responsa Committee be headed by the Orthodox representative, especially on the insistence of Rabbi David
Hollander who had obtained an halakhic decision to oppose the
composition of the committee because of the mixed rabbinic
groups. It was also evident that the newer chaplains _ differed

from their elders who had served in World War II. The latter
. had been more experienced in handling religious problems whereas in the Korean and Vietnam Wars' the younger men insisted

on turning to their own Roshei Yeshiva directly for guidance,
even inquiring about wearing the skullcap with their uniform.
These new phases resulted in the dissolution of CJC's Responsa
Committee, and aU religious questions were now) channelled to
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the particular rabbinic groups. R.C.A. in its own realm became
more and more concerned and involved with the Orthodox chaplain personally.

One of the most significant of CJC's accomplishment~ was the
publication of the Prayer Book for the Armed Services. As noted
above, there were previous editions but there were complaints

about the page "mishing" and. translation and need for fuller

contents. It was decided, onhalakhic consultation, that the Hebrew text be that of the Orthopox and the translation, so long

as it did not pin-point theological differences, would be acceptable. Sidney B. Hoenig was the editor, and the new prayer book

was accepted. At the last moment, the head of the R.C.A. Halakhah Commission wavered "lest it indicate sanction of liberal
and conservative prayers" but he yielded "because of govern-

ment funds involved." When HoenIg edited, the High Holiday

'Prayer Book, after constant consultation with Rabbi Israel Klavan, there was no demurral.

Orthodox Chaplaincy had now matured. Representatives as
Lookstein, Berliant, Rackman and Sharfman participated in
Torah Convocations and overseas retreats. For the first time
an Orthodox Associate Director, Maurice Lamm, was added to
CJC and the first Orthodox head of VA (Veteran's Adminis-

tration) chaplaincy was appointed. He was Morris A. Sandhaus.

Under the auspices of the R.C.A. and the aid of the Director
of CJC who was in constant touch with the offce of the Chief
of Chaplains, military directives were given that every opportunity be made to meet the contingency of the observance of the
Sabbath by those who take their religious obligations seriously.

Newer publications were prepared, such as "guidelines for Chaplains" by Sandhaus, and the "Hafetz Hayyim's manual for mili-

tary observance" translated by M. Yoshor. UOJC and Young
Israel likewise prepared leaflets and brochures for the Orthodox
servicemen.

In 1960 the Department of Defense issued a directive that the
period of chaplaincy service be for three years. Dr. Samuel

Belkin recognized the hardship that would ensue to the YU men
and he wrote a stirring letter that the two-year period be con-

tinued. The YU semicha class of 1962 informed R.C.A. that it
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would provide its share of chaplains but felt strongly that the
obligation was also upon other Yeshivot to supply their quota.
It also protested the inequity that some graduates were free to
take pulpits. The details of recruitment were always handled
discreetly by the Chaplaincy Committee of R.C.A.
The question of Kashrut in the Army emerged continuously.
Though the CJC was opposed to miltary segregation it had no
objection to segregation for feeding. After meetings with representatives of R.C.A., Young Israel and UOJC, the Department
of Defense replied that no feasible plan had yet been submitted
after the previous attempts of PX stocking kosher food, men receiving separate rations, or miltary posts establishing separate

kitchens, particularly in view of the fact that there were very few
observant Jewish servicemen in the whole miltary. Accordingly
when any organization, institutiòn or individual alerted the attention of CJ C that a serviceman needed cans of food this was immediately supplied~ no request was turned down.

Among other disturbing factors was the prevalence of intermarriage and the conduct of conversion and circumcision. CJC
decided that no Jewish chaplain perform conversions unless

under exceptional circumstances and approval had been given in

advance by the R.C.A. Halakhic Committee. The policy' was

that conversion be "solely by a civilian rabbi." This applied to .
the ritual and not to preparatory learning about Judaism. The
question of the use of the clamp for circumcision was also sub-

mitted to R.C.A. It is interesting to note that the Seattle community sent a mohel to Anchorage to alleviate the problem facing
the Orthodox chaplain there.

Married chaplains, in particular, met with hardships. The
questions of using the natural waters near Ankara, Turkey until
the winter months for tevilah, and the wife wearing "a loose

,fitted highly porous bathing suit" were presented to R.C.A. Accordingly it sought to implement a "mikveh project" with full
specifications with the approval of the Halakhah Committee
chairman. The proposed home-built mikveh, however, to date
has not been finalized. It is to be noted, however, that the Air
Force engineers' built a mikveh in Anchorage at the request of the
chaplain there.

.l'
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As already demonstrated, the Orthodox chaplains recognized

that R.C.A. was the clearing. house for all of their religious
queries. Among the matters

probed were the type of prayer

service to conduct, the holding of a hlte Friday evening service,

an ecumenical military breakfast 'where specific
logical dogmas were included and the disposal of the blood
of a casualty where embalming was essentiaL. When U.S. Ortho-

participation in
christo

dox chaplains in England were under pressure. to function "in
accordance with the London Beth Din in matters of marriage"
,conversion and circumcision," Emanuel Rackman mttde the point
that these "chaplains must remain under the sup~rvision of CJC

and under the religious guidance of R.C.A."
Some of the chaplains, inquired about procedure in cases on
their military post where there were children of a mother who
was not converted, or not converted in full halakhic manner,
and were in the base Jewish' schooL. Were they to be denied

participation on the. base? Was conversion by a Reform rabbi
. to be accepted? Should the chaplain cover a Christmas tree in
the chapel to conduct his Jewish services? What should the chap~
do about shaving on Sefirah? Attimes the situations became
lain

very vexing, for the president of thè R.C.A. insisted that chaplains take their own responsibility and not continually transfer

their que~tions to their. Rebbe for a pesàk. The archives show
that these Rebbes were almost uniformly unacquainted with the
details of situations of religious observance in the miltary and

military. " ,

their. decisions crea,ted further difficulties 'and antagonism in the

R.C.A. 'sought to uphold the agreement with CJC "not to

have special chaplaincy service for each of the three groups but,
the chaplain must serve allJewish military," to treat non~Ortho-

dox Jews alike and to provide them also with a full chaplaincy
program. Unique questions sometimes

plagued the chaplain who

pleaded for direction from the, Halakhah Committee. Such was
the case of an offcer who inquired of his 'chaplain whether he

could have the Army perform a vasectomy on him because his
wife was medically and psychologic,allyaverse to all other birth'
control devices. The Orthodox chaplain, alone in his area of duty, .
often. felt helpless, for his problems were more acute than those
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even received by civilian rabbis in their congregations, who could
consult directly with their colleagues and teachers.

A recent debate centered al?out the situation of a chaplain
, wearing a beard. A few years.before, Rabbi Berliant had had
a meeting with the Satmer Rebbe who stated that the beard was
rather the wearing of a beard
is an act of piety. His decision was that no one needs to wear
a beard for religìous reasons. However, when a Jew has his
not a religious requirement but

beard removed by force, then the, wearing of the beard becomes
a religious act and has ,the status of any cardinal Jewish mitzvah.
The specific matter had involved a young Hasid in 1953 who
insisted on.full Hasidic regalia alld observance in the army. After
, many hardships and threats of court-martial this private wrote
to the President of the United States; finally the decision of the
Chief of Chaplains was that he be allowed to carryon ,his reHasid distinguished himself on the battle-

ligious practices; This

field and earned the recOgnition of his comrades and the Army.
In the case of chaplains: the rule was maintained that appli-

cants will be required to, shave before they are granted commissions. When a problem of not shaving on sheloshim arose,
the airman concerned was given a 30 day. leave for his period
of

mourning. In 1974 Army regulations provided' special dis-.

pensation ' to a sikh 'to wear his turban and beard. Recently an

Orthodox chaplain in the Reserve grew a' beard' and awaited
'directives of conduct from the R.C.A. Hahikhah Commission.
He successfully insisted that he be ex~mpt from the Air t'orce
regulations, but the matter is still pending.

Chaplains have also met with religious discrimination not be-,
cause of their personal observances but due to the world situ

a-

, lion. The' records reveal that the Arab-Israeli conflct has at

times been the cause for curbing Je\\ish radio and TV broadcasts .of services in order" not to embarrass a foreign government
which had .given the U. S. Air Force bases.in its country. It was

f.elt that "concern for the national int~rest. must take precedence'
over the specific Jewish interests involved. ",' .

In December' 1976, the full time Orthodox chaplains on duty
numbered 23; there is no Orthodox Navy chaplain. This number
is three above the quota assigntçl, a most unusual factor demon51
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stratiiig the growth of the Orthodox chaplaincy. The CJC Direc-

tor appointed for the n.ext twoyears is Joel Balsam; again dem..
onstrating the recognition and merit of the Orthodox cliplaincy.

The inlitary, being now voluntar, had changed. It consists
of men with their wives and families: on the post. In the past,
the êhaplain had entered only for a limited period of duty but
now c-onsidered, attention was directed to his being a career chap-

lain. These men are transferred from base to base, overseas and
, in the U. S., and devote their energies to the J ewisli military
family. The chaplain is now a military rabbi responsible for ,fulfulling all of the functions of a civilian rabbi, and even more.
To honor these career chaplains an award has been established
known as the Chaplain Joseph 1. Hoenig Memorial Award, in
memory of a young chapiiin who served in Alaska during 196466 and had passed away soon after,his tour of duty. This award
is given annually at the R.C.A. convention to the "Orthodox
Chaplain of the Year." Among the recipients who distinguished

themselves were: '
1967 ' Allan' Greenspan
1968 Ernest Lapp ,
1969 Allan M. Blustein
1970 Harold Wasserman
1971 Seymour Moskowitz

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

Albert Dimont
Sol H. Koss
Marc Abramowitz
Sanford Dressin

Joel Iskowitz

In all, out of a total óf 870 chaplains who served in the U. S.
forces throughout, 'One of every four was Orthodox. The chaplain

served and still serves diligently, despite the hardships, the
. trauma and the agony of a confrontation with. the non-religi01,lS

and non-academic Jewish world. But the experience that he
serVes Jews, bringing them closer to Judaism, is always a reward.

This perspective was best summed up by an Orthodox chaplain
in his letter to R.C.A.:
The. environment of thç Semicha class at YU conditions them to be
intellectual snobs and I confess to being one of them . . . A chaplain
may be, despondent at first, far from' home and' friends. But I finally
saw the fruit of my labors when a sergeant said to me: "i don't know
as yet whether I believe in Ood, but you have taught me that I am a
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pride that I have helped in
creatina a Jewish community in most diffcult circumstances.
Jew. . .'1' I actually

feel justiíled with false

APPEND,IX
i. Memorandum on Orthodox Practises.
II. Ré evidence to permit remarriage of

.a soldier's widow~
IlL. Ré Dt~ Solove~tchik's responsa on duty

of Orthodox Rabbis to enlist.
iv. Ré Dr. Belkin's view on Procurement Plan.
V. List of Orthodox Chaplains who were ,and

are in. active duty - 1940-1976.
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A ppendiK i..

COMMITTEE ON ARMY AND NAVY RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES
OF TaE JEWISH WELFARE' BOARD
22'0 FIFTH A VENU~, NEW YORK CITY

MEM,ORANUUM
The attached circular contains recommendations of the Orthodo;i
, representation as approved by the.Committee.on Army' and Navy Religious

Activities ~f the Jewish Welfare Board. . '
the Çhief òf Staff,
we recommend that wherever feasible, conscientious Sabbath observers be 'given the opportunity to observe the Sabbatb. Every
1. In. conformity with the instructions of.

and the

sympathetic cooperation ~hould be offered by the chaplain
Jewish W~lfare' Board worker to .

such observers.

2.. To. provide for regular Sabbath services (Friday night and
Sabbath)

wherever and ~henever possible, in ,conformity with

miltary. regulatipns.
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3. 'Wherever an instance arises concerning Jewish law requir-

ing an immediate decision, it should be referred by the chaplain

to the Orthodox representation on the Sub-committee on Religious
Practices in War Time.
4. Chaplains should be informed that provisions have been

made for the solution of problems arising from the eventualities

of war, with regard to married men in the service. Particular
re£erence is here intended to the problem of the agunah.

5. In view of the fact that there are special problems of

Halacha involved in the Orthodox observance, and that touch upon
the welfare of the individual soldier, it is understood that Orthodox
rabbis of our Committee shall be among those visiting camps in
connection with the activities of the Committee on Visits and Cooperation with the Chaplains in the Field.

Appendix II.
THE RABBI ISAAC ELCHANAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
AND YESHIVA COLLEGE .
AMSTERDAM AVENUE & 186th STREET
NEW YORK
March 23, 1944.
(E:Ktract from a letter written by Dr. Samuel Belkin, Presidei.t)
The,Rev. Dr. D. DeSola Pool

99.Central Park West
New York City
My dear Dr. Pool:

On our trip from Providence to Newport, I brought. to your atten,.
tion that according to Jewish law any documentary evidence or testimony
pertaining to the death of a man on a battlefield requires a court of three

who have thç authoi'ty to pronounce the .man legally dead and give the
woman the right or permission to remarry. This is found in
ilJi' ii=iHt'n ,"ME:i ;N,¡, N",~ii "N~=i ;~, '0 it'" r~~o .,ri1t t=iN

. The law, is that mourning and eulogies are not permissible before
the court pronounces the person dead. The reason for it is. that pe'ople
should not establish the fact of the death of the husband upon
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eulogies and mourning. I regret that due, to the fact that I am kept very
busy, I cannot give you this particular reference at the moment but the
authenticity of it is beyond question.

I think it would be proper that in such cases, as you suggested, you
should have a, permanent court of three who should judge all the documentàrW evidence which you receive from headquarters' and from the
chaplains abroad.

Appendix III.
Rabbi Samuel Berliant, President
Rabbinical €ouncIl' of America
New York, New York

May 14, 1941.

Dear Rabbi Berliant:
A .few weeks ago, I took the liberty to ask Rabbi Dr. Joseph B.

Soloveitchik whether he would be willng to write a Responsa pertaining
question whether it is permissible for an Orthodox Rabbi to enlist
to the

in the armed forces as a Chaplain. Rabbi Soloveitchik was kind enough

to accept my request to write a Responsa on this vital subject. He devoted
a great deal of his valuable time in analyzing this problem, aIid its mani-

fold Halachic ramifications. The Responsa contains briliant Rabbinic and
philosophic erudition. Rabbi Soloveitchik treated. this subject from a

Halachic point of view and reached definite conclusions that it is not
only permissible' but it is also the duty of every Orthodox Rabbi to enlist
in the armed forces for the purpose of rendering spiritual guidance to

the Jewish soldiers. .

Dr. Sol6veitchik, in his Responsa skilfully analyzes the manifold

problems which may disturb the religious conscience of the Orthodox
Rabbi due to certain circumstances into which he may be forced once
he enlists into' the. Chaplaincy. Treating the subject matter from a Halachic standpoint, as well as from a point of view of the responsibility
of the Orthodox Jewish community. Rabbi S'oloveitchik reaches definite
and indisputable conclusions, which may serve as a guide to every Ortho-

dox Rabbi, and particularly to every Musmach of the Yeshiva who wil
be called ~pon to enlist as a Ch~plain.
I fully concur with Dr. Snloveitchik'¡¡ giftecl ~lO~lyl\il\ and conclusionii

and, therefore, this wil be the final authoritative approach of the Yeshiva
towards the entire problem of the Chaplaincy.

Yeshiva' will, therefore, back your Panel in every way possible in
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order that we may recruit our Own Musmochim to enlist into thé Chaplaincy, and do everything possible to meet our quota. It wil, indeed, be

a disgrace to the Jewish community and particularly to our own cher~

ished institution if we should fail to do our duty at this trying moment.

I can assure you that you wil always have my coot'eration, and the
help of the Yeshiva in your efforts to secure the necessary number of men
for this sacred work.
With kindest personal regards, I remain
Sincerely yours,

Samuel Belkin

President

Appendix iv.

YESHIVA UNIVERSITY
Amsterdam Avenue & 186th Street
New York 33, N. Y.
Office of the President

July 21, 1964

Rabbi Israel Miler, Chairman
Commission on Jewish Chaplaincy

National Jewish Welfare Board
i 45 East 32nd Street
New York, New'York 10016
Dear Rabbi Miler:

I am please'd to affrm our support for the chaplaincy program undertaken by the Rabbinic Alumni of Yeshiva University in cooperation with

the Rabbinical Council of America. We have been proud of the achieve:ments of our graduates who have been called to the servIceof God and
country in the orderly' fashion provided by the system which has worked
so well for more than a decade. The record of the Orthodox rabbis in the

armed forces and the number who have made a career of the miltarv
chaplaincy have been a source' of gratification to ålI of us. .

You, Rabbi Miler, who hav~ b~eii intimately involved in our chaplaincy procurement effort as Chairman of our Committee and now of the
Commission, know how helpful I and every member of the faculty and
administration have been in this program. We firmly believe that thé men
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and women in the armed torces of our country, defending the freedom of
the world, should. have adequate spiritual leadership ~nd ministration.

Careful and sincere thought and study have therefore been given to your
renewed plea for a three year tour of duty for all .entering chaplains in

accordance with the request of the Chiefs of Chaplains.

We have come to the reluctant but firm conclusion that any change
in the present two year procurement plan could not be effected in our
Seminary. Our student recruitment program for the rabbinate faces the
same serious problems confronting all theological seminaries. There is
increased competition for'the gifted students from graduate scho,ols; our
course of studies is long and arduous; the rabbinate and ministry are a
diffcult an-dr frustrating calling. We have the additional problem of being
but one of several seminaries preparing men for the Orthodox 'rabbinate,
none of which have adhered to the plan which places a chaplaincy obligaN

tion upon its graduates. We cannot conduct a seminary without a proper
student body.

We fully realize the important considerations which motivated the
request of the Chiefs of Chaphiins. It is my sincere hope, however, that as
men interested in the spiritual welfare of the entire American community,
they wil take our special problems into considerations and permit us to

continue to provide chaplains for a minimum two year tour of duty. As
in the past, many of our graduates wil undoubtedly voluntarily continue
in the chaplaincy for a longer period of time.

With 'all good wishes, I am
Sincerely yours,

Samuel Belkin

President

Appendix V.

LIST OF CHAPLAINS
inducted under Orthodox auspices
Date of Entry into Service -

A total of 241

A = Army - 183

AF = Air Force - 49
N = Navy - 9

Aberbach, Ellot

Abramowitz, Marc A.
Applbaum, Joseph

1960A
1970A
1966A

Applbaum, A. Karl
Aranowsky, Emanuel
Aronsky, Leon'

1945A
1957A
1962A
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Axelrod, Harold

Dicker, Herman
Dimont, Albert M.
Drazin, Israel

1970A
1952A
1968A
1968A
1959N
1944A
1955A
1943A
1958AF
1952A
1944A
1951A
1943A
1958A
1952A
1960A
1941A
1967A
1956AF
1952A
1944A
1957A
1942A
1945A
1955A
1945A
1954A
1954A
1966A
1973A
1944A
1943A
1958A
1957A

Dresin, Sanford L.

1967 A

Dryspiel, Hilel D.

1955A
1945A
1955AF
1944A
1943A
1953A
1943A
1945A
1960A
1952A
1972A

Bachrach, David
Bader, David H.
Bader, Ira A.

Balsam, Joel
Barack, Nathan A.

Bassan, Jacob
Baum, Shepherd Z.

Berger, Herbert I.
Bernstein, Louis
Besdin, Morris
Blech, Meyer
Blinder, Samuel
Blustein, Allan

Bolensky, Harry
Borvick, Irwin S.
Braude, Max A.
BresIau, Franklin
Brickman, Seymour
Burack, Solomon

Cardon, E. Louis
Chamedes, Wallace

Chil, Abraham
Cogan, Marcus

Cohen, Bertram S.
Cohen, Eugene
Cohen, Harry

Cohen, Sol
Covitz, Joel D.

Daina, Joseph S.
Daina, Max

Elefant, Milton
Eller, Robert M.
Elsant, Benjamin
Engelberg, Louis

Epstein, Joshua
Eskin, Herbert S.
Eson, Morris
Essrog, Seymour
Estersohn, Nathan

Fass, Marvin
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Feder, Joseph

Feinsod, Martin
Feiristein, Joseph
,FeId, Simon

Feuerman, Howard J.
Fine, Arthur L.
Fishhaut, Earl J.
Fraenkel, Mark
Fredman, Herbert I.
Friedman, Naftali
Ganz, Morris
Garsek, . Isadore

1954A
1965A
19S5A
1975A
1953AF
1961A
1959AF
1952N
1952A
196 l A
I 95 6A F

Geller, Michell
Geller, Selwyn G.
Gershon, Howard
Gewirtz, Aaron
Gewirtz, Seymour

1944A
1951AF
1953AF
1969A
1950AF
1943A

Gil, Robert

1966;A

Glancz, Emery

Goldman, Meyer

1943A
1958AF
1966A
1943A
1942A
1952A
1942A

Goldsmith, Sheldon

197 i A

Goldman, Simcha

1970N
1942A
1943N
1942N
1952A

Glickman, Jack
Glicksman, Shalom
Gold, Moshe
Goldberg, Hirsh
Goldberg, Norman T.

Goldstein, Samson M.
Golovensky, David

Goodman, Garson
Gordon, Irwin
Graber, Howard
Greenberg, Jacob J.

Greenberg, Wiliam H.
Greenfield, Murray
Greenspan, Allan M.

Gross, Edgar
Gross, Maurice
Gross, Reuben E.
Gross, Ronald H.

Grossfeld, Bernard
Haber, I,srael

Heifetz, David N.
Heisler, Morris
Herman, Melvin B.

Hirsch, Sheldon P:

1957 A

1957AF
1953A
1956AF
1962A
1963A
195lA
1953AF
197'lA

1962AF
1973AF
1963A
1969A
1956AF
1963A
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Hoenig, Joseph I.
Hollander, Albert
Insel, ,Abraham'

Isaacs, Henry J.
Iskowitz, Joel J.
Jacobovitz, Arthur A.
. Kaganoff, Natham M.

Kahan, Aaron'
Kaiii, Milton J.
Karp, Elias D.
Katzman, Ph.
Kaufman, Samuel M.

Klein, Bert ,
Kobrinetz, Simeon
,Koss, Saul H.
Krasnow, Benjamin

Kronenberg, Ira A.
Kurtz, Abraham
Labovitz" Stanley A.

Laderman, Paul S.
Lamm, Maurice
Lapp, Ernest D.
Levin, Stanley

Levinson, Nathan
Lewin, Fred
Lief, Joseph H.
Lifschutz, Emanuel
, Lifschutz, Morton
Lifschutz, Oscar
Lipsitz" Jerome S.
Liss, Norman
, Livazer, Hersh
Lubin, Isaac
Mandel" Julius
Mandelbaum, Abraham D.
Mann, Abraham M.

Marcus, Robert S.
Mathews, Morris M.
Mauskopf, Aaron

Meltzer, David J.
Messinger, Howard'
Mezei, Harry
, Milgrom, Louis

Miler, Israel
Miler, Joseph

Miler, Michael S. .

1964AF

l952A
1947A
1958AF
1968A
1956AF
1~51A

1943A
1954A
1941A
1955AF
1942A
1944AF
19S2AF
1966A
1942A
1972A

'1957A
1956AF
1960AF
1954A
1957A
1955A
1944A
1962A F
1941 A

1943N
1952A
1945A
1952A
1959A
1943A

Mond, Bertram
. . Moskowitz, ,Seymour

1954AF
1957A

Mossman, Sydney

1943A'

Neustadter, Harold E.

1960A '

Newman, Frank

1943A
1966A
1966A
1942A
1942A
1963A
1954A
1943A,
1958N
1961A
1960AF
1952A
1943AF
1943A
1966A
1957 AF
1975A
1959AF
1962A
1944A
1967A
1943A

Novick, Norman
Oppenheim, Henry
Ott, 'Jacob ,M.
Paperman, Aaron
Parker, Saul

Poleyeff, Israel

Poliakoff, Manuel N..
Poupko, Solomon

Preis,Ervin
Press, Samuel
Rabinowitz, Lipman Z.
Rackman, Emanuel

Rackovsky, Isaiah
Radinsky, David J.
Rechtschaffen, ,Manfred
ReichE:rt, A~her

Richtman, Herbert D.
Rivkin, Israel I.
Robbins, Jerome

Rockoff, Seymour
Rosen, Herman L.
Rosen, Milton J.
Rosen, Nathan
Rosen, Samuel
Rosen, Solomon

Rosenblatt, Morris L.
Rostker; Eugene

1957 A
1960A F

Roth, Sol

1963A
1963A
1942A
1944A
1942A
1943A
1965A
.1965A
1943A
1945A
1945A
1976A

Rubin, David

Rothberger, Joseph M.
Rubin, Irving
, Sable, Jack M.

Sachs, Melvin S.
Saffer, Robert C.
Satfra, Rafael

1947 A

1945A
1942AF
1948AF
1953AF
1973~
1952A
1961A
1942A
.1963A
1951AF
1962A
1955AF
19tí2A

Sandhaus, Samuel K

1963AF
1960AF'
1942..
1971A

Sauer, ' Marc

1969À

Schacter ,Herschel

1942A

Samet, . George
Samson, Benjamin
Sandhaus, Morris A.
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Schertz, Chaim

Schmalberg, Aaron A.
Schneider, Barry

Schneidér, Marvin
Schnipper, A. Irvin,g
Schoen, Herman C.
Seidman, Emanuel
Shalowitz, Morton
Shapiro, Solomon
Shulman, Nisson E.

Siegel, Myer A.
Siegel., Norman
Siegel, Stanley
Sieaman, Henry
SUT, Sherman D.

Silverman, Arnold A.
Simon', Herman
Simpson, Seymour A.

Singer, Morton H.
Skaist, Eli

Skydell, Harry A.
Siomowitz, Solomon
Slotnick, Fred
Slotnik, Sol V.
Solomon, Victor M.

Sperling, Herbert

1969AF
1953A
1971A
1964A

Stengel, Glenn M.
Tannin, Seymour

1953A
1952A

Tarshansky, Isaac W.
Tepper, Irving

1954AF
1952A
1944A
19S6N
1943A

Thee, Alfred M.
Turk, Gerald
Viener, Richard

1964A F

Wachtfogel, Ioshua B.

i 9~ 1 A

Walden, Aaron '

1957AF

1955AF
1952A

Wasserman, Harold

19S7A
1973A

1949AF
1955A
1967A
1954A
1942A
19S4A
1954AF
1954AF
1968AF
19S0A

Spring, Harvey B.
Stavsky, David '

Twersky, Norman

Weiler, Robert
Weinstock, David M.
Weiss, Avi
Weiss, Erwin
Werfel, Louis

Wolkenfeld, Jack S.
Yellen, Jacob M.
Zahn, Seymour

Zaitchik, Samuel
Zalls, David
Zimmerman, Philp W.
Zisook, Kenneth

1959A
1955A
1968A
1956A
1955A
1942A
1956A
19S9A
19S6A

1943A
1967A
19S8AF
1958A
1976A
1952N
1942A
1953A
1975A
1953AF
1945A
1971 A

1953A
1975A

The Full Time Orthodox Chaplains on active duty at present
(December 1976) are:
Marc A. Abramowitz (CPT)

Harold Axelrod (CPT)
Allan M. Blustein (LTC)
Joseph S. Daina (CPT)
Albert M. Dimont (LTC)
Sanford L. Dresin (MAS)
Simon Feld (CPT)
Alan Greenspan (MAS)
Israel Haber (CPT)
Joel
I. Iskowitz (MAS)
Saul H. Koss (MAS)
Ernest D. Lapp (COL)
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Fred Lewin (MAS)

Yeshaya Metal (CPT)
Michael S. Miler (CPT)
Asher Reichert (CPT)

Seymour Moskowitz (COL)
Samuel K. Sandhaus (CPT)
Glenn M. Stengel (CPT)
Harold Wasserman (MAS)
Avi S. Weiss (CPT)

Jacob M. Yelln (CPT)
Kenneth Zisook (CPT)

